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APPEh'DLX 
AGREEMENT MADE AND ENTERED INTO by and between THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 
THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT O F  THE CITY OF NEW Y O R K  (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") 
and District Council 37, Americar~ Fmeration of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL- 
CIO (hereinafter referred to as the "Union"). 
WHEREAS, the board has voluntarily endorsed the practices and procedures of collective 
baraaining as a peaceful, fair an0 orderly way of conducting i ts  relations with its employees insofar 
as such practices and procedures are appropriate to the special functions and obligations of the 
board, are permitted by law and are consonant with the paramount interests of the school 
children, the school system and the public; and 
WHEREAS, the Board on March 8, 1962, adopted a Slalenient of Policies and Practices 
with kespect to Representation of Fedaaogical and Civil Serv~ce Employees for Purposes of 
Collective bargaining with the board of Eaucation (hereinafter reierred to as the "Statement of 
Policies"); ana 
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Statenienl of Policies, the board had heretofore issued to 
the Union separate Certificates of Exclusive bargaining Status covering ils employees in each of the 
following units: Accountant and Statistician F~rsonnel, Clerical and Administrative Fersonnel, 
Computer Fersonnel, General Services Fersonnel, Motor Vehicle Ci~erators, Supervisory Clerical 
Fersonnel; and the Certificates have continued in effect: and 
WHEREAS, by virtue of these Certificates the Eoord had recognized the Union for 
purposes of negotiating on terms and conditions ot employnienl as the collective bargainin9 
representative for a sinale unit of all employees covered by these Certificates; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Board policy and the Public Enqloyees' Fair Employment Act, 
the Boord and its designated representatives have met with representatives of the Union and 
hove fully considered and d~scussed with them, on Dehalf of the employees in the bargainins 
unit, changes in working conditions, improvemenl In pension benefits and machinery for the 
presentation and adjustn-ient 01 certain types of complaints: it i s  agreed as follows: 
,&&TI(- F I 
L!Nl@N RFCnGNITIm 
1 .  The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive baraaining representative for a 
single unit of all employees with the exceptions noted below, in the following groupings of titles as 
listed in the Appendix hereinafter collectively referred to as "employees" or separately as 
" A c c o u ~ I o ~ ~ S  and Statisticians," "Clerical and Administrative Personnel," "Computer Personnel," 
"General Services Fersonnel," "Motor Vehicle Operators" and "Supervisory Clerical Personnel." 
(Except those eniployees in the titles specified above who work in the Offices of Members of the 
Board of Education, in the Office of the Chancellor, in the Office of the Geputy Chancellor, in the 
Office of Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining and those employees who are regularly 
assigned to periorm work of a confidential nature relating lo collect~ve bargaining in the Division of 
Fersonnel and in the Office of the Secretary of the Board of Education.\ 
2. The lerms of this Aareement will apply to part 11n-I€ employees only as specific all^. 
ind~cated heleln. It is understood that part-time en~ployees will conlinue to receive those benefit: 
they currently enjoy under the Board's present policy. 
Fort-time enlployees are defmed as part-time per annum, hourly, per diem, per sessior~ 
and seasonal employees who work at least one-half the regular hours of full time employees in the 
same ti l le. 
The following provisions of this Agreement shall apply to part-tlme employees: 
Article II (Fair Practices) 
Article Vlll 2 (Welfare benefits and Health Insurance! 
Article XVll (Fersonnel Folders) 
Article XI); (Safety) 
Article XX (Garnishment) 
Article X X !  (Conlplaint and Grievance Frocedures) 
Article XXl l  A,  B, F,  H (Personnel and Fay Fraclices) 
Article XXl l l  
Article XXVll 
Article XXVll l  
Article XXXl  
Article XXXII 
Article XXXl l l  
Article XXXI\/ 
Article XXXV 
Article XXXVlll 
ildentification Cards) 
/Check-Off and Agency Shop) 
!Union Orientation information) 
(Discussions with the Union) 
(Due Process Procedures) 
(Working Facilities) 
(Conformity to Law-Saving Clause) 
(No-Strike Pledge) 
(Duration) 
3. Nothing contained herein shall be construed lo prevent any Board official from 
meeting with any employee organization representing employees in the unit covered b y  this 
Agreement for the purpose of hearing the views and proposals of its members, except that, as to 
matiers presented by such organ~zations which are proper subjects of collective bargaining, the 
Union shall be infornwd of the meellng and, as to those maliers, any changes or rnodif~cations 
shall oe made only through negotiation with the Unlori 
4. It is understood that all collective bargaining is lo be conducted at board 
neadquarters level. There shall be no negolialion with the Union or any of its locals at any work 
locat~on or with any other employee group or organization at any other level. 
5. Nothing contained herein shall be conslriied lo prevent any individual employee 
from (I) informally discussing a complaint with his immediale superior or (2) processing a grievance 
in his own behalf in accordorice with the complaint and grievance procedures hereinafter set 
forth in Article XXI. 
6. Nothing contained herein shall be construed lo deny to any employee his right5 
under Section I5 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under applicable civil service laws and 
regulations. 
k!mlcul 
' r i p  P R A C T l C F S  
The Union agrees tcl rnointain its diaibility to represent all employees by continuing to 
admit persons to membership without discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, national 
origin, sex or marital status and to represent equally all employees with out regard to membership 
or participation in, or cssociation with the activities of, any employee organization. 
The Board agrees to continue its policy of not discriminating aaainst any employee on 
the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital status or membership or participation in. 
or association with the activities of, any employee organizaliori. 
ART IT I  F It] 
W P y  C13 WORK A N n  WnRKWFF) 
F>.  Y- 
The regular wor~week for A c c o u ~ I ~ ~ I S  and Slatislicians, Clerical and 
Administrative Fersonnel, Compurer Fersonnel, General Service Fer~onnel, Motor Vehicle Gperatorc 
and Superv~sory Clerical Personnel shall be from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
including one ( 1 ) hour for lunch daily. 
T. The regular workweek for Motor Vehicle Gperaiors shall be from 8:00 a.m. to 5:OG 
p.m., Monday through Friday, including one ( 1 )  hour lor lunch daily. 
C The regular workweek of General Service Employees, with the exceplion of 
Foremen of Exlerminators and Exlerminators, shall be from 8:00 a.m. lo 5:00 p.m., Monday througt- 
Friday, including one ( 1 )  hour for lunch daily. 
The reaular workweek for Foremen of Externi~notors and Exterminators will be 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, including one hour for lunch daily. 
4. Effective Gecember 31, 1985. ~ncumbents in the eleclronic data processin9 
related titles covered by this Aareernent, duly ass~gned to ana workma a three-day per week. 
twelve hours per day schedule will be paid in addition to their regular annual salary one ( 1 )  hour's 
pay at straiaht time for the 36th hour in each week. Said one ( 1 )  hour's pay sholl be calculated as 
111827 of the employee's annual salary. This payment for the 36th hour of work shall be paid to the 
employee, described above as long as the employee is regularly assigned to a three-day, twelve 
( 1  2) hours per day workweek and remains in pay status. 
Effective January 1 ,  1983, pursuant to the decision of the Equity Panel, there shall be  a 
10% premium for the 36th hour of work for all employees in EDP titles covered by the Boardwide 
- 
Agreement who are assigned to work a three-day per week, twelve ( 1  2) hours per day workweek. 
e. -
The following summer hours and workweek shall begin on July 1 and terminate on 
Labor Day. 
The regulor workweek shall be trom 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.. Monday through Friday, 
including one hour for lunch daily. 
The regular workweek tor Accountants and Statistic~ans. Clerical and Administrat~vs 
Fersonnel. Computer Fersonnel, (except those working a three-aay week) Exterminators onc 
Supervisory Clerical Fersonnel shall be trom 9:00 a.m. io  4:00 p.m.. Monday through Friday, including 
one hour tor lunch daily. 
The regular workweek for Motor Vehicle Operators, and General Service Fersonnel 
(except Foremen of Exterminalors and Exierniinaiors) shall be from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, including one hour for lunch daily. 
Shortened workdays shall not be available to those employees who work in air- 
conditioned facilities (as currently provided) nor for "outdoor and field personnel": provided 
however, that "outdoor and field ~ersonnel" who, in the past hod been entitled to shortened 
workday schedules but are not so entitled hereunder, and who return to an office location at the 
end of the workday shall be entitled to the some suninier schedules enjoyed by office personnel a1 
such location on such day. 
During this period, the provisions of Section A immediately above, shall not apply to an 
employee who has been emploved less than one year 
C. 
The daily workina hours os provided in Sections A and 8 above, may be varied so long 
as there is no change in the t ~ t a l  number of daily working hours. 
D. Lateness caused by a verified niajor failure of public transportation, such a widespread 
or total power failure of significant duration or other catastrophe of similar severity, shall be 
excused. 
m 
tialmm 
The following days will be regular paid holiaays when fallmg on a regular workaay: 
New Year's Day Labor Day 
Martin Luther Kina's Birthday Columbus Day 
Lincoln's Birthaay 
Washington's Birthday Veterans' Day 
Good Fridab Thanksaiving Day 
Memorial Day Christmas Day 
Independence Day 
If any of the holiaays enumerated above falls on a Sunday, it shall be observed on the 
Monday immediately followinc. 
If Christmas Day or New Year's Day falls on a Saturday, employees normally scheduled 
lo work the Friday immediately preceding will be aiven the Friaay off with pay. 
In addition, such days of religious observance tor which the schools are closed, as may 
be oesignated b y  the Chancellor as holidays tor en3ployees covered by this Agreement, will be 
re~ular paid holidays when fallin9 on a regular work aov. 
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A. n nf O v ~ r t ~ r n ~  
The provisions of this Article shall apply only lo such overtime performed in excess of an 
employee's regular workweek as defined in Article Ill, which has been properly directed and 
authorized in advance by the appropriate bureau head or his designee. 
B. Cmh P n y m ~ n t  fn r  O v ~ r i i m e  
I .  An employee whose regular workweek is thirty-five (35) hours shall be paid at the 
employee's basic hourly rote for overtime worked in excess of thirty-five (35) but less than forty (40) 
nours in the employee's woritweek. 
2. Cash payment shall be made at the rale of one and one-half time In€ 
employee's basic hourly rale for overtime worked In excess of forty (40 )  hours in an employee': 
regular workweek. 
Sc. No credit shall be recorded lor unauthorized overtime. For the period July 15, 
1996 to March 31, 2000, credit for all authorized overtime, beyond the normal work week shall 
accrue in units of one-half (112) hour to the nearest one-half (112) hour and only oiler one ( 1 )  hour, 
except for an employee covered by the provisions of FLSA who has actually worked in excess of 
forty (40) hours in said calendar week. 
3b. Effeclive April 1 ,  2000, no credit shall be recorded for unauthorized overtime. 
Credit for all authorized overtime, beyond the normal workweek, shall accrue in units of one- 
quarler (114) hour lo the nearesi one-quarler (114) hour and only after one ( 1 )  hour, except for an 
employee covered by the ~rovisions of FLSA who had actually worked in excess of forty (40) hours 
In said calendar week. 
4 .  The eniplovee's basic hourly rate shall be determined by pro-rating the 
employee's basic salary in accordance with present practice of the Board. "Basic salary" is 
defined as an employee's annucl rote oi ccnipensation including shift differentials. 
5, An employee v\,i-~ose regular workweek is thirty-five (35) hours and who is 
granted a shortened workday under Section B of Article Ill shall be granted compensatory time off 
on an equivalent lime basis for overtime worked in excess of thirty (30) but less than thirty-five (35) 
hours in an employee's regular workweek. Credit for such overtime shall accrue only after one-half 
hour. No credit shall accrue for time taken for meals. 
6. An employee may elect to receive compensatory time in lieu of a cash 
payment for overtime provided that the bureau head agrees. The rules under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act shall apply. Currently, compensalory time may not be accrued beyond 240 hours. 
C. Dyprfimp fnr ~~ 
All hours worked on a holiaay, as specified in Article IV, shall be paid a 50% cash 
premium for all hours worked on the holiday and he shall receive compensatory time off 
eauivalent to the number of hours worked on the holiday. 
L y r h  rzinn from Tnqh F n v w t  IOv C. ~ r i ~ r n ~  f n ! 
When an employee s annual gross salary including overlinie, all differentials anc 
premium pay is higher than the cap, compensatory lime at the rate of siraight time shall be 
credited for authorized overtime except as may be proscribed by F L S A .  These overtime provision: 
shall apply to all covered per annuni eniployees of lhe board working more than half-time, and 
with permanent, provisional or temporary status, whose annual grcss salary, including the overtime, 
is not in excess of $54,549 efiective the date of ratificalion of this Aareement. 
Thereafter, unless otherwise agreed by the parties. t l w  cap anlount shall be adjustec 
by future collective bargaining increase:. 
Employees who are not covered by FLSA whose annual gross salary, including any 
overlinie pay, all differentials and premium pay is in excess of these amounts shall be required tc 
submit periodic time reports at specified inlervals, but shall not be required to follow daily time 
clock or sign-in or sign-oui procedures. The periodic lime report shall be in such form as is required 
by the bureau. Employees covered by the overtime provisions of FLSA shall be required to follov~ 
daily time clock or sign-in procedures. 
r n m r p n c w  E. 9heri1 rlum - nf 1 P 
Compensatory time off for overtime shall be scheduled at the discretion of the bureau 
head. Except as the bureau head may otherwise request, compensatory time off must be taken 
within the three month period following the date on which it was earned. Compensatory time off 
not taken during such three-month period shall be token during such subsequent time as the 
bureau head permits. 
If any employee chooses not to take all or part of his compensatory time off during the 
allowable three-month period, the time not taken shall be added to his sick leave balance. 
F .  
There shall be no rescheduling of days off and/or tours of duty to avoid the payment of 
overtime compensation. Any work periormed on a scheduled day off shall be covered by this 
Article. 
- 
L- FI rll Fmy Vot~ 15 - C n n i n ~  ]tin? O v ~ r t i m ~  
Time in any workweek during which an employee is in full pay status, whether or no1 
such 11me is actually worked, shall be counted in computing overtmit 
H. Exxclt 
Effective July 15, 1996 to March 31, 2000, employees recalled trom home for authorizec! 
ordered overtime work shall be paranteed overtime payment in cash tor at least two (2) hours if 
eligible for cash payment. When an employee voluntarily ~esponds lo a request to come from 
home for voluntary authorized overtime work, such overtime shall be compensated in time off on 
an hour-for-hour basis but with minimum compensatory time of two (2) hours. 
Effective April 1 ,  2000, employees recalled from home for authorized ordered overtime 
work shall be guaranteed overtime payment in cash for at least four (4)  hours if eligible for cash 
paymeni. 
M ~ n l  Alinwnnr~ 
For all employees who work authorized overtme no1 compensated for in cash, a 
F 
meal allowance shall be provided in accordance with the regulations established by the City 
Comptroller. 
Time off lor nieals shall not be computed as overtme. However, such time off 
shall not affect the continuity requirement for the above meal allowance 
m 
- 
Shift differentials shall be paid only to employees in those titles and tor such shifts as to 
which the Board, in consultation with the Union, finds that comparable practices are being 
followed lor similar posillons in other governmental entities or in private industry. 
ti. 
Subject to the provisions of Section A above, for the period July 15, 1996 to March 3 i  
2000. all employees newly hired on or after July 14, 1996, shall receive a shift differential equal lc 
ten (10) percent of the employees' basic hourly rale lor each hour worked between 8:00 p.m. anc 
8:00 a.m. with more than one nour of work between 8:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Subject lo  the 
provisions of Section A above, all other covered employees shall receive a shift differential equal 
to ten (10) percent of the employees' basic hourly rate for each hour worked between 6:00 p.m. 
and 8:00 a.m. if the employees' daily work period has been scheduled and at leas1 one hour of 
such daily work period falls between the hours of 6:OO p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Effective April 1, 2000, 
subject to the provisions of Section A above, all employees shall receive a shift differential equal to 
ten (10) percent of the employee's basic hourly rote lor each hour worked between 6:00 p.m. and 
8:00 a.m. if the employee's daily work period has been scheduled and at least one hour of such 
daily work period falls between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 a . m  
An employee's basic hourly rale shall be determined by prorating the employee': 
baslc salary in accordance with present practice of the board. For this purpose, "basic salary" is 
defined as an employee's annual rate of conipensation, including longevity differentials but 
excluding overtime pay. 
C. An employee working overtln?e shall not receive a shift differential for such work but 
shall receive overtime pay or compensatory time as provided in Article V.  
AJaaEYl 
TAR -F A l  I OWA- 
Employees, if given authorization to use their personal cars on official business, in 
accordance with criteria, procedures and other requirements 01 generally applicable rules and 
regulations issued by the Chancellor, shall be reimbursed in accordance with the allowance 
established by the City Comptroller. It is understood that this provision is subject to the continuing 
budaetaty authority of the 6oard to permit use of personal cars on official business. 
M T I C I  F Vlll 
WFI Fb.RF WNFFITY A N n  H F A I  TH IN? \  I E P N r r  
I. A. The Board will continue lo provide funds at the roles listed below for full-time per 
annum employees, on behalf of each employee, whether a member of the Union or not, who 
regularly works in any of the titles in this unit, for the purpose of mak~ng available welfare benefits 
for each such employee uncier a welfare plan established and administered pursuant to a 
supplemental Agreement entered into between the Board and tne Union. Eflective July 1 ,  1994, 
the Board will provide funds at the rate of $ 1  125 per year on a pro rala basis per month for full 
time per annum employees. 
,- 
- The contribution paid to the welfare iund on behalf of full-time per annum 
employees shall be reduced by a one-lime amouni of one hundred dollars ($100) for each such 
full-lime per annum employee who was eligible ior weliare fund benefits on July 1 ,  1995. 
C. Effective March 1 ,  1998, the Board will provide funds at the rate of $1,200 per 
year on a pro rata basis per month for full-time per annum employees 
E. Effective June 1 ,  1999, the board will provide funds at the rate of $1,275 per year on a pro 
rata basis per month for full-time per diem employees. 
F. Effective July 31, 1999, the Board shall make a one hundred dollar ($100) one- 
time payment to the welfare fund on behalf of each full-time per annum employee who is 
receiving benefits on July 31, 1999. 
G. Effective June 30, 2002, there shall be an annual rate increase of $200 paid on 
behalf of each full-time per annum employee or retiree who is eligible for welfare fund benefits 
on that date. 
2. Effective December 1, 2001, and each January Is', April IS'. July IS', or October lsl 
thereafter, an hourly employee who has worked the appropriate number of hours in the normal 
full-time week established for such per annum title as listed in the Appendix of this Agreement for 
at least eighteen (18) continuous months immediately precedmg the beginning of said quarter. 
and who continues to meet the above-staled conditions withoul a break in service of more thar-, 
31 days shall be deemed lo be an "employee" under Secl~on 1 above. For the purposes of thi: 
subsection 2, the following unpaid lime in excess of 31 days will not be deemed a break in 
service or be counted as servlce: 
I. fnr rnnt~rn i ty / rh i ldrnr~ I p n v ~ :  
II. nrv  l ~ n y ~  
... 
1 1 1 .  j l t k  
I V .  dl ~ l v  n~ 1thnri7ed I rninn hl r~inecc. 
. . 
V .  W h l l p n  - wnrkPrz'rtrlrm~nntmn. 
vi. b i l e  nn wnrk~ry' cnrn~ensniinn r h n i r ~  ? :  
IF tn llln . . vii. P T ~  n r  ~ x h n r  r c i ~  a i d  < . i r k  h v e :  nnri ri\ IP to fnm~lv d i n ~ y c  
Part-Time Employees 
,- 
u A. . The 
part-time employees 
Board will r nn t i n~  re to provide funds at the rates listed below for 
(part-lime is defined as 17 112 hours per week for white collar 
employees and twenty (20) hours per week for blue collar employees), and for full time hourly 
employees who have not worked at least eighteen (18) continuous months as defined 
in 2 above, on behalf of each employee, whether a member of the Union or not, who 
regularly works in any of the titles in this unit, for the purpose of making available 
welfare benefits for each such employee under a welfare plan established and 
administered pursuant to a supplemental Agreement entered into between the Board 
and the Union. 
E. Effective July 1 ,  1994, the Board will provide funds at the rate of $642.86 per year 
on a pro rota basis per month for each part-time employee. 
C. The contribution paid to the welfare fund on behalf of part-time per annum, 
hourly, per diem and seasonal employees shall be reduced by a one-lime amount of $57.14 for 
each such part-time per annum, hourly, per diem and seasonal employee who was eligible for 
weltare fund benefits on July 1 ,  1995. 
C. Effective March 1 ,  1998, the board will ~ rov ide  tunds at the rate of 4685.71 per 
year on a pro rata basis per month per employee. 
E .  Effect~ve June 1 ,  1999, the board will provide funds at the rate of $728.57 per 
vear on a pro rata basis per month per employee. 
F Effective July 31, 1999, the Board shall make a fifty-seven dollar and fourteen 
cents ($57.14) one-time payment to the welfare funa on behalf of each part-time per annum, 
hourly, per diem and seasonal employee who is receiving benefits on July 31, 1997. 
G .  Effective June 30, 2002, the Board will provide tunds at the rate of $842.85 per year 
on a pro rata basis per month per employee. 
4. Subject to a separate Agreement between the board and the Union, the Union 
shall be entitled to receive such separate contributions as may be provided in this Agreement for 
weltare. train~ng, and legal services benefits as a single coniribuiion to be paid by the employer 
into a trusteed Administrative Employee Benefit Fund. Such contributions shall be held by the 
trustees of that Fund for the exclusive purpose of provid~ng through other trusteed tunds, welfare, 
training, and legal services benefits for the employees so covered as well as any other benefits as 
the Board and the Union may agree upon. The board shall conlinue to have the right to review 
and approve the distribution of funds to, and the level of, benefits provided by the Fund or 
individual funds. 
5. Effective July 1, 1974, employees who have been separated from service, subsequent 
to January 1, 1971, and who were covered by this welfare fund at the time of such separation, 
pursuant to a separate Agreement between the Board and the Union representing such 
employees, shall continue to be so covered, subject to the provisions hereof, on the same 
contributory basis as incumbent employees. Contributions shall be made only for such time as said 
individuals remain primary beneficiaries of the New York City Employee Health Benefits Program 
and are entitled to benefits paid for by the board through such program or are retirees of the 
Board of E f L c a h n  Rpiirpmpnt System or New York City Employees Retirement System who have 
completed a1 least five (5) years of full-t~me service with the board or, effective December 27, 2001, 
ten (10) years of full-time paid service for a covered retiree who was no1 an employee of the Board 
on or before December 27,2001. 
6. When an employee is suspended without pay for disciplinary reasons and i: 
subsequently restored to full pay status as of the effective dale of the suspension, the employee 
shall receive full welfare fund and health insurance coverage for the period of the suspension. 
- 
1. It an employee is laid off, on leave, or disabled, and has board contributions for 
basic health insurance discontinued, the Union may make direct payments to the Board's Health 
Insurance carriers at the Board's premium payment rates on'behalf of such employee for a 
maximum period of one ( 1 )  year from the date of discontinuance. 
8. When a title, not previously covered by any welfare fund, becomes certified to the 
Union, welfare fund payments shall be made to the Union, pursuant to the terms of this Article, 
effective the January I or July I next following the date of petition for certification. 
ARTICLE IX 
M N I  IITY FI I N n q  
1 .  Effective the first day of the 5lS'  month of the 1995 Municipal Coalition Memorandum 
of Econom~c Agreement (hereinafter "MCMEA"), ihe parties agree to establish an annuity fund for 
all employees covered by the 1995 MCMEA. To be eligible to receive this annuity, an employee 
must be in active pay status at any time during the period of the first day of the 1 5Ih month through 
the last day of the 2bth month of the 1995 MCMEA. To receive payment, said employee must also 
be in active pay status on the first day of the 5lS '  month of the 1995 MCMEA. 
2. The Board shall pay into the fund on behalf of full-lime per annum and full-time per 
diem employees a daily amount of $2 for each paid working day up to a maximum of $522 per 
annum. 
3. For those employees who are appointed on a seasonal basis, the employer shall pay 
into the fund a daily amount of $2 for each paid working day up to a maximum of $522 per 
annum. 
4 .  For the purpose of section 1 above, the eligibility tor payments set forth in sections 2 
and 3 above, shall be based on working days between first aay of the l!Yh month through the 
last aoy ot the 26"' monin oi  the i995 MCMEA. 
L 
u .  For the purpose of section 1 above, excluded troni paid working days are all 
scheduled days off, all days in non-pay status, and all paid ove r i~n i~  
C .  Contributions hereunaer shall be remitied lo a mutually agreed upon annuity tune 
pursuant to the terms of a supplemental Agreement to be reached by the parties. 
f!&mxLY 
PAYMFNT OF n F A T H  RFNFFIT FOR FhAPl OYFF W H n  DlFC F R O M  IN 
lNCl IRRFD IN COUCF OF FMPl  OYMFN] 
In the event that an employee dies on or after January 1 ,  1971, because of an injury 
arising out of and in the course of his employment through no fault of his own, and in the proper 
periorniance of his duties, a payment of $25,000 will be made irom funds other than those of the 
Board of Education Retirement System in addition to any other payment which may be made as 
a result of such death. Such payn~ent shall be made to the employee's beneficiary or if no 
beneficiary is designated, then in a manner consistent with the Board of Education procedure. 
In the event of the death of an employee, the Board will notify beneficiaries of any 
benefits to which they may be entitled and where to apply for such benefits. 
The payment and approval of the death benefit shall be made in a manner 
consistent with Board of Education procedure. 
I r n l  I PnvP nnd Pnvrn~nt nf n~r~nspd Frnn lnv~~ '?  Ann1 
1 A combined vacation, personal business, and religious holiday leave allowance known 
as "annual leave allowance" shall be established 
2. The annual leave allowance for annual employees hired prior lo July 1 ,  1985 shall 
be computed on the following basis: 
(a) From the beginning of the 
first year to completion 
of the seventh year 
(b) From the beginning of the 
eighth year to completion 
of the fourteenth year 
(c) From the beginning of the 
fifteenth year 
Monthly 
Annual Leave Allowance i lcc~ud 
her nf W n r w  f-2 H M* 
20 1 4 40 
In order to be credited with annual leave in any month, the employee must be on full pay 
status for at least fifteen ( 1  5) calendar days in the month. 
n 
". The annual leave allowance for annual employees hired on or after July 1 ,  1985 shall 
1 C 
be computed on the following basis: 
r< In ~ P N I T F  
At the beginning of the 
employee's 1st year 
At the beginning of the 
employee's 2nd year 
At the beginning of the 
employee's 3rd year 
At the beginning of the 
employee's 4th year 
At the beginning of the 
employee's 5th year 
z In +WITF  
At the beginnin9 of the 
employee's 8Ih year 
At the beginning of the 
employee's 1 Sh year 
v 
1 day per month after 
the first 2 months 
1 day per month plus 1 
additional day at the end 
of the 2nd year 
1 day per month plus 1 
additional day at the end 
of the 3rd year 
1.25 days per month 
1 213 days per month 
Annual Leave 
v
2 days per month plus one 
odditional day at the end 
of the leave year 
2 'A  days per month 
Annual Leave 
Abbam% 
10 workdays 
13 workdays 
13 workdays 
15 workdays 
20 workdays 
- 
25 workdays 
27 workdays 
4 .  Effective July 1, 1991, the annual leave allowance for eniployees who were hired on or afler 
July 1 ,  1985: who have not served prior to July 1, 1985, in a title covered by the Leave 
Regulations: or who have not remained in continuous service in a title subject to said Leave 
Regulations shall accrue leave credits as follows: 
Work Week Years of Service Days Hours Minules Allowance 
4 0 Beginning with 1 5Ih year 2 2 2 7 
Beginning with 8ih year 2 4Cl 25 
Beginning with 5th year 1 L C 20 20 
First year 1 i 15 
35 Beginning with 1 Sth year 2 1 4 5 2 7 
Beginning with 8Ih year 2 35 2 5 
Beginning with Stl year 1 L 4 0 20 
17  
First year 
In order to be credited with annual leave in any month, the employee must be 
on full pay status for at least fifteen ( 1  5) calendar days in the month. 
5. Effective July 1 ,  1990, part-time per annum, hourly, per diem and seasonal employees who 
work at least one-half the regular hours of full-time employees in the same title and who have 
worked for at least one month on a regular basis shall accrue leave credits as set forth below: 
A. Years In Service Accrual 
At the beginning of the 1 s t  year 1 hour for 27 hours worked 
At the beginning of the 2nd year 1 hour for 22 hours worked 
At the beginning of the 3rd year 1 hour tor 22 hours worked 
At the beginning of the 4Ih year 1 hour tor 21 hours worked 
At the beginning of the 5th year 1 hour tor 15 hours worked 
Where no full time equivalent title exists, then the niinlmum number of hours required in 
order to receive leave credits pursuant to subsection 5 shall be based on the nature of 
employment as follows: 
White Collar Employment: 1 7  112 hours per week 
Blue Collar Employment: 20 hours per week 
B. Effect~ve July 1, 199 1: 
Y P ~ C  nf Y P T V ~ T F  Accrual 
At the beginning of the Is' year 1 hour for every 15 hours worked 
( 1  54 nours maximum) 
At the beginning of the 5"' yeor 1 hour tor every 1 1  hours worked 
(21 0 hours maximum) 
6 .  Earned annual leave allowance shall be token at a tlnie convenient to the employee's 
department and only upon the express prior written permission of the bureau head or histher 
authorized representative. 
If an employee dies while in the Board's employ, the enlployee's beneficiary or estate 
shall receive payment in cash for the following: 
a. All unused accrued annual leave to a maximum of 54 days credit. 
b. All unused accrued compensatory time earned subsequent to July 1, 1968, and 
retained pursuant to this contract, verifiable by official Board records, to a maximum of two 
hundred (200) hours. 
- 
DICARII ITY RFNFFITC FOR A V A I  1 1  T WHII F ON nl ITY 
Upon the determination of the Chancellor that an employee has been physically 
disabled because of an assault arising out of and in the course of his employment, the Chancellor 
will grant the injured employee a leave of absence with pay not to exceed eighteen (18) months 
provided that such injury is compensable under the Workers' Compensation Law. If an employee 
1s panted a leave of absence with pay, pursuant to this Article, he shall receive the difterence 
Detween his weekly salary and his conipensation rate without charge against his annual leave or 
sick leave. The employee shall, as a condition of receiv~ng benefits under this Article, execute an 
assignment of the proceeds of any judgment or settlement in any third-party action arising from 
such injury, in an amount eoual to the pay rece~ved, pursuant to this Article and lo medical 
disbursements, if any, made by the board but not to exceed the amount of such proceeds. Such 
assignment shall be in a form p~escribed by the Law Counsel of the Board. The injured employee 
shall undergo such medical examinations as are requested by the Workers' Compensation, Division 
of the Law Departmeni and the Board of Education, and when found fit for duty by the Workers' 
Compensation board shall return to his employment. 
Benefits provided under this Article shall be in addition to but not concurrent with 
benefits provided under Seciion 6.21 of the Rules and Fiegulations for Administrative Employees (in 
effect as of April 1987). 
A ! a a ! 3 a  
P H Y C l r A l  I Y n l q A R I  F n  F M P l  n Y F F C  
A. In the case of an employee who is required to take a medical examination to 
determine if he is physically capable of performing his duties and who is found to be unable to 
perform such duties, the Board will make every effort to assign such disabled employee to in-title 
and related duties in the same title during the period of the employee's disability. 
When an employee is required to undergo a physical examination by the Medical 
Division, prior to returning to work, the Medical Division will, following the completion of the 
examination, notify the employee in writing of its determination of fitness or unfitness to return to 
duty. 
in no case shall the date of an employee's return to duty be prior to receipt of hislher 
notification by the Medical Division of his/her fitness to return to duty. 
The Medical Division's determination of fitness can include a recommendation that the 
employee be assigned to in-title and related duties in the same title during the period of the 
employee's disability. 
It a suitable position is not available, a n d  thp pmnlny~.~ m rPqt I P ~ Y .  the board shall 
offer him any available opportunity for transfer lo  another title for which he may qualify by the 
change of title procedure followed by the New York City Civil Service Commission pursuant to Rule 
6.1.1 of its Rules or by non-competitive examination otiered pursuant to Rule 6.1.9 of the Commission's 
Rules. If such title and position is available, the employer shall otier such position to the employee. 
If such an employee has ten (10) years or more of Board of Education Retirement 
System or New York City Employees Retirement Sysiem Membership Serv~ce and is considered by 
the 6oard of Education Medical Division permanently unable to perform all the duties of his title 
and if no suitable in-title position is available, he shall be referred to the appropriate retirement 
system, and recommended for ordinary disability retirement. 
E. Employees will be notified of the disability benefits available to them under the 
Workers' Compensation Law or the Board's Rules and Regulations. 
- 
AAATFRNITY  AN^ ~ H I I  n C A W  1 F A V F  
A. Effective April 1, 1971, an employee who is granted a maternity leave of absence shall, 
upon request, be  compensated in cash for her accrued annual leave balance. Sick leave days 
less the sick days used while on maternity leave shall remain in the employee's sick leave balance. 
B Employees shall be granted maternity and child care leaves of absence in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 61 a of the Bylaws of the Board of Education. 
- 
JRANqFFR? OF TlMF A N n  I  F A V F  C R F n l l  
A.  VFPT t n  hnnrd 
Upon transier of a permanent employee to the board from another agency which I: 
subject to New York City Civil Service Commission, or appointment of an employee to the board 
from an eligible list promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission, his sick leave balance 
without limitation and his annual leave bolonce up to a maximum of 54 days shall be transferred 
with the employee provided that the transfer or appointment to the Board is made immediately 
following continuous service with the other agency. 
B. ~ r n n c f e r  nf F r n n l n v ~ ~ q  f rnm hnrrrri 
When a transfer from the Board to an agency which is subject to the New York City 
Civil Service Commission is accomplished with the consent of the employee, all compensatory 
time due him for overtime worked shall be panted to the employee prior to the effective date of 
the transier except where: 
a. The receiving agency agrees in writing to accept the transfer of the accrued 
compensatory time balances in whole or in part to its records, or 
b. The employee requests, in writing, that these accrued compensatory time 
2 1 
balances be converted to sick leave credits as of the date of transfer. 
Initiation of action to liquidate this compensatory time shall be the responsibility of 
the transferring employee. 
When an employee is subjected to a functional or involuntary transfer from the Board 
to an agency which is subject to the New York City Civil Service Commission all his accrued 
compensatory time balances shall be transferred to the records of the receiving agency. 
When a current employee of the Board is appointed to another agency from a list 
promulgated by the New York City Civil Service Commission, all of the employee's compensalory 
time credit shall be transferred to the records of the appointing agency 
A R T l r l  F XVI 
L F R M l N A l  I  F A V F  A N D  TFRAANATION PAY 
J ~ r m i n n l  I 
Employees who retire shall be granted lerm~nal leave as follows: 
1 .  For those employees who retire with ten (10) or more years of service, the amount of 
terminal leave shall be computed by one of the followmg methods: 
a. One ( 1 )  workday of terminal leave for each two (2) days of unused sick 
leave accumulation. Under th~s method, the maximum accumulation 
of sick leave shall be one hundred eighty (180) days plus twenty (20) 
additional unused accumulated days for the purpose of computing terminal 
leave only. The maximum allowable terminal leave shall not exceed 
one hundred (100) workdays. 
b. ierminal leave equivalent to the amount ot unused sick leave 
accumulation on the basis of one ( 1  ) calendar month of terminal leave 
tor each twenty-two (22) days ot unused accumulated sick leave. 
Under this method, the maximum accumulation of sick leave shall 
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be one hundred eighty ( 1  80) days. The maximum allowable terminal 
leave shall however not exceed one ( 1  ) calendar month for every ten 
(10) years of service, pro-rated at the rate of three (3) calendar days 
per year of service or major fraction thereof. 
The method of computation set forth in "a" above shall be deemed applicable unless 
the employee elects the alternative method of computation set forth in "b" above. 
1 .  For those employees who retire with less than ten (10) years of service, the amount of 
terminal leave shall be one ( 1 )  workday for each two (2) days of unused sick leave accumulation. 
The maximum accumulation of sick leave shall be one hundred eighty (180) days plus twenty (20) 
additional unused accumulated days for the purpose of terminal leave only. The maximum 
allowable terminal leave shall not exceed one hundred (100) workaays. 
2. For those employees who retire who were (a) employed by the Board on or before 
January I, 1968. and (b) have completed ten (10) or more years of continuous service at the time of 
retirement, the minimum amount of terminal leave shall be one calendar month, without regard t~ 
unused sick leave accumulation. 
- 
V' . lhose who are employed by the board after January 1. 1966, and who have completed 
ten (10) years or more of continuous service, at the lime of retirement, have no minimum 
guarantee of terminal leave. 
. . 6. ]erm~nnt~nn P n y  
Effective September 9, 1974, employees who, afler reaching ten (10) years of 
continuous service, resign or are terminated for reasons other than retirement including those not 
recalled from layoff within six (6) months from the dale of layoff shall be paid for accumulated sick 
leave on the basis of one ( 1 )  workday for each two (2) days of accumulated sick leave. The 
maximum termination pay allowance shall not exceed one hundred (100) workdays. 
C. Where an employee has an entitlement to accrued annual leave and/or 
compensalory time and the board's fiscal condition requires employees who are terminated, laid 
off or who choose to retire in lieu of layoff, be removed from the payroll on or before a specific 
date the 6oard shall provide the monetary value of accumulated and unused annual leave 
and/or compensatory time allowances standing to the employee's credit in a lump sum. 
- 
PFNCION A N D  RFTIRFMFNT RFNFFITY 
I. Changes in the pension plans and retirement benefits of Accountants and Statisticians, 
Clerical and Administrative Personnel, Computer Personnel, General Services Personnel, Motor 
Vehicle Operators and Supervisory Clerical Personnel who are members of the Board of Education 
Retirement System, and the eligibility requirements therefore, will be the subject of a supplemental 
Agreement between the Board and the Union. 
,- 
i. In the event that the current prohibition against bargaining for retirement benefits is 
disconfinued, the parties agree to re-open negotiations on the matter 
v 
Employees shall receive a copy of any evaluatory stalement of their work 
performance or conduct which is placed in the~r permanenl personnel folder. Employees shall b€ 
given an opportunity to answer any such evalualory stalemenl placed in their folder and their 
written answer shall be attached to the evaluatory stalement in the folder. 
An employee shall be permitted to view histher personnel folder once a year and 
when an adverse personnel oction is initialed against the employee by the Board. The reviewing 
shall be in the presence of a des~gnee of the board and held at such times as the board may 
prescribe. 
Any evoluatory stalement with respect to the employee's work performance or 
conduct, a copy of which is not given to the employee, may not be used in any subsequenl 
24 
disciplinary actions against the employee. 
L l u u E Y x  
- 
Effective July 1, 1978, a training fund contribution of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per 
annum shall be made to the District Council 37 Education Fund on behalf of each employee 
covered by this Agreement under a plan established and administered pursuant to a 
supplemental Agreement entered into between the Board and the Union. 
A E z U x 3 2  
AFFTv 
I., 1he Board shall make reasonable etforts lo provlae tor the personal security of 
employees working in office buildings operated by the boord during such hours as said locations 
are open to the public. 
A . w a E X 2  
COMPUTFR T)PFRATIC)NC 
Employees who regularly and for continuous periods of time operate computers 
utilizing monitors 20 hours or more per week shall not be required to continuously operate a 
cornpuler utilizing a monitor for more than two consecul~ve hours without an assignment to 
alternative work of visually less demanding nature tor a period of fifteen minutes. Meal periods and 
any previously established rest periods shall count towords meeting the requirement for alternative 
work, but this provision shall not be construed as providing any additional non-work break time. 
fsTlU3w 
C,ARNIHMFNT 
The Board will make every reasonable effort to provide adequate notice of employee 
salary garnishments. 
A i a u L x u  
PI AlNT A N n  T,RIFVANTF P R n r F n l  lm 
A. Pclllrv 
It is the policy of the board to encourage discussion on an informal basis between a 
supervlsor and an employee of any employee complaint. Such discussion should be held with a 
view to reaching an underslandina which will dispose of the complaint in a manner satisfactory to 
the employee, without need for recourse to the fornial grievance procedure. An employee's 
complaint should be presented and handled promptly and should be disposed of at the lowest 
level ot supervision consistent with the authority of the supervisor. 
Upon request l o  the appropriate supervlsor, a Union representative shall be permitted 
to meet tor a reasonable time with employees at lhe work location, for the purpose of 
investigating complaints and grievances under circumslonces which will not interiere with either 
the administrative or school activities of the Board. 
When necessary, any employee in the unit who is a shop steward in the work location 
in which the aggrieved employee is assigned will be aiven time off to represent the employee in 
the presentation of his grievance. 
A list of all duly authorized shop slewards shall be furnished to the Office of Labor 
Relations and Collective bargaining and notice of replacements shall be similarly given 
immediately. 
B. hfnrmnl CnmplOint Prnr~riure 
It is desirable that any employee having a complaint should discuss it informally with his 
immediate supervisor or with any other appropriate level of supervision. 
The employee should request an opportunity to discuss the matter and the supervisor 
should arrange for the discussion at the earliest possible time. At such informal discussion the 
employee may be accompanied by a Union representative or by another employee in the unit 
who is not an official or agent of another employee organization. The Union representative shall 
be the steward at the work location or a Union staff representative. 
The objective should be to dispose of the majority of employee complaints in this 
manner. 
C. 
If the matter has not been disposed of informally an employee having a complaint 
concernin9 any condition of employment within the authority of the board of Education may. 
with~n a reasonable period of time not to exceed iorty-five ( 45) aays following the action 
complained of, present such complaint as a grievance in accoroance with the provisions of this 
grievance procedure. No monetary award tor a grievance alkgina a m~scalculation of salary rate 
resulting in a payroll error of a continuing nature shall be issued unless such grievance has been 
filed at Step 1 within the time limitation set forth above. Such pievances must be presented no 
later than ninety (90) days after the first date on which the pievan1 ciscovered the payroll error. I f  
the grievance is so filed, any monetary award shall in any event cover only the period up to six (6) 
years prior to the date of the filing of the grievance. 
Complaints concerning matters which are not within the authority of the Board should 
be presented in accordance with the review procedures of the aaency having authority over such 
matters. 
lhe grievance procedure described herein does no1 apply to complaints concerning 
disciplinary matters. performance ratings or out-of-title or out-of-level work assignments. 
Complaints concerning disciplinary matters shall be disposed of in accordance with 
Article 5, Section 3 of the By-Laws of the Board. Complaints concerning performance ratings shall 
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be processed in accordance with Article 5, Section 3 of the By-Laws of the Board and may 
thereafter be brought to the City Personnel Director. Complaints concerning out-of-title or 
out-of-level work assignments shall be referred for decision to the Executive Director of Personnel 
and his decision may thereafter be appealed to the City Personnel Director. No monetary award 
shall in any event cover any period prior to the date of the filing of the out-of-title or out-of-level 
complaint unless such complaint has been filed within thirty (30) days of the assignment to alleged 
out-of-title or out-of-level work. It is understood, that complaints of employees in-title or in-level 
against out-of-title or out-of-level assignments made to other employees are subject to the 
grievance procedure. 
If a group of employees has the same complaint a member of the group may present 
the grievance in the group's behalf under this procedure. 
The Union has the right to initiate or appeal a grievance involving alleged violation of 
any term of this Agreement. Such pievance shall be initialed with the appropriate community or 
assislant superintendent, or the head of an office or Dureou, or, where appropriate, with the 
Chancellor. 
Grievances of employees within the borgain~ng unit shall De presented and adjusted 
in the following manner: 
-nfnrnr Vph l r l p  n n ~ r m  I .  
0.  
(I) An employee who is employed in the Office of School Food 
Servlces shall initiate the grievance at Step 1 with the Unit 
Supervisor as fhe Board representative. 
( 2 )  If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee 
may then appeal the grievance within fifteen (IS) workdays of 
receipt of the Step I decislon to the Chief Administrator of the 
Office of School Food Services as the Board representative at 
Step 2. 
b. F p  P - nnd nrlentrnl R ~ p n ~ r  7hnp 
An employee who is employed in the Pearl Street Garage shall 
initiate the grievance at Step I with the Garage's Superv~sor of 
Motor Transport as the Board representative and an employee 
who is employed in the Central Repair Shops shall initiate the 
grievance at Step I with the Shop's Supervisor of Motor Transport 
as the Board representative. 
If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee 
who is employed in either the Pearl Street Garage or the 
Central Repair Shops may then appeal the grievance within 
Fifteen (15) workdays of receipt of the Step I decision to the 
Director of the Division of Maintenance and Operation as the 
Board representative at Step 2. 
s
a. The employee shall initiate the grievance at Step I with the immediate 
responsible superior whose duties include the evaluation of the 
emproyee's work performance and the assignment and scheduling of 
the employee's routine tasks. If such immediate responsible superior is 
employed in the same title and grade as the aggrieved employee, 
then the grievance shall be initialed at Step 1 with the next higher 
ranking superior of the aggrieved employee. In either instance, the 
superior with whom the grievance is initialed at Step I shall not be 
an employee within the single baraoining unit recognized under the 
titles listed for the General Services Personnel in the Appendix. 
c. If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee may 
then appeal within fifteen (15) workdays ot receipt of the Step I decision 
to the head of the office or bureau, as the case may be, in which he 
is employed, as the board representative at Step 2. In no event shall 
the board representative at the Step 2 level be the Executive Director 
2 9 
unless the aggrieved employee is employed in the immediate Office 
of the Executive Director. The head of the office or bureau may, in 
his discretion, decide that the limited number of personnel in his 
office warrants initiation of all grievances at the Step 2 level. 
tivp F r n n l n v ~ w  A r r m  ~n tnn t~  and 3. 
a. 
(I) The employee shall initiate the grievance at Step I with the 
immediate responsible superior whose duties include the 
evaluation of the employee's work pertornmnce and the 
assignment and scheduling of the employee's routine tasks. 
If such immediate responsible superior is employed in the 
same title and grade as the aggrieved em~lovee, then the 
grievance shall be initiated at Step I with the next higher 
ranking superior of the aggrieved employee. In either 
instance, the superior with whom the grievance is initiated 
at Step I shall not be an employee within the slnflle bargaining 
unit recogn~zed under the titles listed tor tt?ese units in the Appendix. 
( 2 )  If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, tr~e employee may 
then appeal within fifteen (15) workdays of receipt of the 
decision at 
Step I to the head of the office or bureau, as the case may be, in which 
he is employed as the Board representative at Step 2. In no event shall the 
Board representative at the Step 2 level be a Deputy Superintendent of 
Schools unless the aggrieved employee is employed in the immediate 
Office of a Deputy Su~erintendent of Schools. The head of the office 
or bureau may, in his discretion, decide that the limited number 
30 
of personnel in his office warrants initiation of all grievances at the 
Step 2 level. 
b. f nmmt mity ?I ~p~rintenr i~ntz clffices 9 .  
(I) An employee who is employed in a Community Superintendent's 
Office shall initiate the grievance at Step I with the District 
Administrative Officer or the Executive Officer, whoever is 
designated by the Community Superintendent, as the Board 
representative. 
(2) If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee 
may then appeal the grievance within fifteen (15) workdays of 
receipt of the Slep I decision to the Community Superintendent 
as the board represeniat~ve at Slep 2. The head of the office 01 
bureau may, in his discretion, decide that the limited number 
of personnel in his office warrants initiation of all grievances at 
the S t e ~  2 level. 
4. P r n r ~ d ~  fn r  All Group 
w 
I f  the grievance is not resolved at Step 2, the grievance may then 
be appealed lo the Chancellor within fifteen (15) workdays of receipt 
of the Step 2 decision. The appeal at Step 3 shall be accompanied by 
the letter of appeal and the decision at Step 2. 
D. R~nr~q~ntntLar i  
At each step of the formal grievance procedure, the employee may be 
accompanied by a Un~on representative or by an employee in the bargaining unit who is not an 
official or agent of another employee organization. At Slep I, the Union representative shall be the 
steward at the work location or a Union staff representative or both. At  Steps 2 and 3 the Union 
representative shall be a Union staff representative or the steward who represented the employee 
at Step I or both. 
f n n f ~ r ~ n r ~ q  nnd l%r~ucu . . E. 
At each step of this grievance procedure a conference shall be arranged by the 
Board representative with the aggrieved employee and his representative, if any. Conferences 
held under this procedure shall be conducted at a time and place which will afford a fair and 
reasonable opportunity for all persons entitled to be present to attend. When such conferences 
are held during working hours employees who participate shall be excused with pay for that 
purpose. 
Every attempt should be made to reach a mutually satisfactory resolution of the 
grievance at the conferences held under this procedure. If the grievance is not resolved at a 
conference, then a decision must be rendered by the Board representative. The decision at each 
step shall be communicated to the aggrieved employee and his representative within the 
following time limits: 
I .  At Step I, within five (5) school days afler the grievance is initiated: 
. At Step 2, within fifteen (15) school aavs after the appeal is received. 
S Af Step 3, within fifteen (15) school days afler the appeal is received. 
If the grievance IS presented in writing, the decision will be given in writing. If a 
satisfactory resolulion is not reached or if a decision is not renoered within the time limit at Steps I, 
2, or 3, the employee may appeal the grievance to the next higher step. A Union-initiated 
grievance may be appealed by the Union to the next higher Siep of the grievance procedure. 
. . F .  z tn Arh~ t r -n  I 
A grievance which has not been resolved at the Step 3 level may then be appealed 
within fifteen (15) workdays of receipt of the decision at Step 3 by the Union to a mutually agreed 
upon Arbitrator. Agreement shall be filed by submission to the Office of Labor Relations and 
Collective bargaining of the board of Education. 
Any costs relating to the participation of the Arbitrator shall be shared equally by the 
parties to the dispute. 
With respect to grievances which involve the application or interpretation of the pro- 
visions of this Agreement the Arbitrator shall be without power or authority to maice any decision: 
I. Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or varying in any way. 
the terms of this Agreement or of applicable law or rules or regulations 
having the force and effect of law; 
2. Involving Board discretion or Board policy under the provisions of this 
Agreement, under Board By-laws, or under applicable law, except that 
the Arbitrator may decide in a particular case that such policy was 
disregarded or that the attempted application of any such term of this 
Agreement was so discriminatory, arbitrary or capricious as to constitute 
an abuse of discretion. 
3. Limiting or interfering in any way with the powers, duties and responsibilities of 
the board under its By-laws, applicable law and rules and regulations having 
the force and effect of law. 
With respect to grievances which involve the application or inlerpretation of the 
provisions of this Agreement the decision of the Arbitrator, if made in accordance with hislhe! 
jurisdiction and authority under this Agreement, will be accepted as final by the parties to the 
dispute and both will abide by it. 
With respect to all other pievances, a report of the Arbitrator shall be transmitted by 
the Arbitrator to the Chancellor. Within ten (10) school days afler the date the report and 
recommendation are received by the Chancelior, he shall indicate whether he will accept the 
Arbitrator's recommendation. Unless the Chancellor disapproves the recommendation within ten 
(10) school days afler the date it is received by him, the recommendation shall be deemed to be 
his decision. A recommendation of the Arbitrator which has been approved by the Chancellor or 
which has not been disapproved by the Chancellor within the ten-day limit specified above, shall 
be communicated to the aggrieved employee. If the Chancellor decides to disapprove a 
recommendation of the Arbitrator, he shall notify the aggrieved employee and the Arbitrator of his 
decisior,. 
- 
PFR7C)NNFI A N D  PAY PRACTl rFS 
A. The Board will recommend to the Comptroller of the City of New York that all regular 
paychecks of Board employees be itemized to include overtime, additional wage benefits 
(including retroactive pay) differentials. 
0 .  An employee who is promoted or returned to a position in a lower job classification or 
whose rate of compensation is reduced shall be notified to that effect in writing no later than two 
(2) weeks after the effective date of such personnel action. 
C .  Consistent with, and subject lo security requirements, the Board agrees to release 
paychecks on Thursday at 3:00 p.m. so that all employees who would not otherwise receive their 
paychecks during their regular working hours on Friday will recelve them before the end of their 
working hours on Thursday. 
C.. When a death in an employee's family occurs while the employee is on annual leave, 
such ime, as IS excusobie for death in family, shall not be cha~aed lo  annual leave or sick leave. 
E The Board shall not withhold entire paychecks when an employee has no leave 
bolance to cover absences without pay, due lo illness, up to a maximum of five (5) days, provided 
the affected employee has five (5) years of service as a member of the New York City Employees 
Retirement Syslem or the Eoard of Education Retirement Syslem of the City of New York. 
Appropriate deductions shall be made in a subsequenl paycheck. Employees with a negative 
leove balance shall not be covered by this section. 
F. In the event of an erroneous overpayment to an employee of an amount exceeding 
25% of the employee's repular gross pay, the Boord will not make wage deductions for 
recoupment purposes in amounts areater than 25% of the employee's regular gross pay, except if 
the amount of the overpayment exceeds $1,000, deducl~ons may be made in larger installments at 
the discretion of the Board. Any recoupment shall be limited to the period up to six (6) years prior 
to the commencement of such proceedings for recoupment. 
C-. No employee shall receive a lower bosic salary rate following promotion than the 
basic salary rate received in his permanent position preceding the promotion. 
H. If an employee's paycheck is lost by the employer, the employer shall secure a 
handwritten replacement check for the employee within three (3) working days afler receipt of an 
affidavit by the employee stating that he/she has not received the lost check or any proceeds 
from it. 
- 
The Board shall furnish identification cards to all employees who have served 
continuously for six months. The loss of an identification card shall be reported immediately and 
the card shall be replaced at cost to the employee. Upon separation from service, an 
employee shall not receive his final paycheck until he nos returned his identification card or has 
submitted an appropriate affidavit of loss. 
ARTITI F XXV l  
QCK I F A V C  
A. Employees shall be credited with sick leave allowance with pay of one day 
for each month of service with pay. In order lo  be crediled with sick leave in any month, 
the employee must be on full pay status tor at least fifteen (15) calendar days in the 
month. The number of sick leave allowance days permitted to accumulate shall be unlimited. 
Sick 
leave may be used in units of one hour. An employee shall immediately notify hislher 
supervisor of an absence. Any employee newly hired after July 14, 1996, is subject to a 
maximum sick leave accrual of eleven ( 1  1 )  days per annum tor the first three (3) years of 
service. At the beginning of the fourth year, the maxlmum sick leave accrual shall be 
twelve (12) days per annum. Effective April 1 ,  2000, all employees as set forth above shall 
be credited with sick leave allowance with pay of one day for each month of service with pay. 
8. Part-time per annum, hourly, per diem and seasonal employees who work at least 
one-half the regular hours of full-time employees in the same title and who have worked for al 
least one month on a regular basis shall accrue leave credits as set forth below: 
i. One ( 1 )  hour of sick leave for every twenty (20) hours 
actually worked with no maximum accrual. 
ii. For all employees newly hired after July 14, 1996, accrual 
shall be at the rate of one ( 1 )  hour of sick leave for every 
twenty-two (22) hours actually worked for the first three years of service. 
... 111. At the beginning of the fourth year, sick leave accrual shall 
be at the rate of one ( 1  ) hour of sick leave for each twenty (20) 
hours actually worked. 
IV.  Effeclive April 1 ,  2000, all parl-lime per annum, hourly, per 
diem and seasonal employees as set forth above shall 
accrue at the rate of one ( 1 )  hour sick leave tor each twenty 
(20) hours actually worked. 
C. An employee's annual leave shall be c h a n ~ e d  to sick leave during a period of verified 
hospitalization. When an employee is seriously disabled but not hospitallied while on annual leave, 
after the employee submits proof of such disability which is satisfactory to the Chancellor, such 
leave time may be charged to sick leave and not to annual leave at the employee's option 
D. 1 .  Sick leave shall be used only for personal illness of the employee. Approval 
of leave is discretionary with the board and proof of disability must be provided by the employee, 
satisfactory to the board. 
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 above, notwithstanding, the Board may 
waive requirement for proof of disability unless an employee requests sick leave for more than 
three (3) consecutive workdays. 
- 
L.. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 above, employees may use 
two (2)days per year from their sick leave balances for the care of ill family members. Approval 
of such leave is discretionary with the Board and proof of disability must be provided by  the 
employee satisfactory to the Board within five (5) days of the employee's return to work. 
ARTITIF XXVll 
W F n R M A T l n N  ON I FAVF C R F n l T  
Information as to all accumulated leave balances (sick leave, annual leave and 
Compensatory time) will be given to each employee in writing at least once a year. If 
information has been given more frequently such practice will be continued. 
- 
I N F Q 2 M A T I O N  ON P R C l h d D U n N A l  O P P n R T l  lNITIFC 
When vacancies In promotional titles covered by 1171s Agl~en-~ent are to be filled, a 
notice 01 such vacancies sholl be posted in all relevanl oleos at ieosl five (5) working days prior to 
filling, except when such vacancies are to be filled on an emeraency basis. 
The Board will provide notice of job vacancies to the des~gnated Union representatives 
through e-mail. 
- 
f H F C K - O F F  A N n  A G F N C Y  C H n E  
. . 
A. P C h ~ c k - O f f  P ~ I V I ~ F _ S ~  
The Board will honor, in accordance with their terms, only such written authorizations as 
are properly executed by employees in the unit covered by this Agreement for the deduction oi 
their dues in behalf of the Union 
6. < Th~rk-Off  nn Trnn* 
The Board will honor, in accordance with their terms, the written authorizations for the 
deduction of dues in behalf of the Union properly executed by individuals while employed by the 
City of New York who thereafter transfer directly to employment with the Board in the unit covered 
by this Agreement. 
c. s Check-nff I n f m  
The Board shall provide, monthly to the Union, a complete and up-to-date list of all 
employees in the unit who have properly executed written authorizations for the deduction of dues 
in behalf of the Union. The Board shall also furnish to the Union such other reasonably available 
information as may be necessary to the Union for maintaining appropriate records. 
D. - 
The parties agree lo an aaency shop In the exienl permitted h y  npplicahle !OW, os 
described in a supplemental Agreement annexed herelc;. 
- .  
1 
, .  District Council 37 or any other certified unlon represented by D.C. 37 for the purpose? 
of this Agreenient which elects lo participate in a separale sepeaaled fund established, pursuant 
to applicable law, including Title 2 USC, Section 441 b, io ~eceive contributions to be used for the 
support of candidates tor federal office shall have the exclus~ve right in coniormance with 
applicable law to the check-off for such political purposes in a manner as described in c 
supplemental Agreement hereby incorporated by reference into this Agreement. 
2. Any eligible employee, covered by this Apeement, may voluntarily authorize, in 
writing, the deduction of such contributions from the employee's wages for such purpose in an 
authorization form acceptable to the employer which bears the signature of the employee. 
r. 
./. A copy of the Summary Annual Report to the Federal Elections Commission ("FEC") of 
each tund shall be submitted by the appropriate parliapatmg union to the Comptroller and the 
Office of Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining at the time of its submission to the FEC. 
- 
I INION OPIFNTATION INFORMATION 
If the Board supplies orientation kits to new employees, the Union shall be permitted to 
have included in the kits union literature, provided such literature is first approved for such purpose 
by the Board, or its representative. 
BBUCLE_XXXI 
- 
I .  Upon request to the appropriate division head, members of the Union, who are in the 
bargaining unit, shall be permitted to meet within the location under circumstances which will not 
interfere with the activities at the location. Such meetings niay be held only during the 
employees' lunch period or before or after the employees' working hours, at a place to be 
assianed by the division head, where other employees are not present. Union officials may attend 
such meetings. 
2. If such meetings involve units from more than one work local~on, the Union shall have 
the right to hold such meetings, pursuant to the limitations found in paragraph I, provided 
however, that if such meetings aenerate additional custodial tees, such tees shall be paid by the 
Union. It is understood that where another activity has already been scheduled in the work 
location, there shall be no charge to the Union. 
v 
AT THF WORK 1C)CATIC)N 
All official board of Education circulars, which deal with the working conditions or the 
welfare of employees, shall be posted promptly. 
A bulletin board shall be reserved at on accessible place in each work location for the 
exclusive use of the Union for purposes of posting material dealing with proper and legitimate 
39 
Union business concerning employees in the unit. 
A k a a c a u  
P l q c l  I7qIT)N7 WITH THF I I W  
I. Appropriate representatives of the Board and the Union shall meet at reasonable 
intervals during the term of this Agreement to discuss matters ot mutual concern and interest, 
including resolution of the problem of delay in filling vacancies and the subject of contracting out. 
,- 
L.  
There shall be a Labor-Management Committee consisting of three members 
representing the Board and three members representing the Union. This Committee shall meet 
upon request of either the board or the Union to consioer niatlers of concern to employees in 
the unit 
BBTICI  F XXXlV 
Dl IF PRnTFYY PR0CFI - I  lRFc 
1 .  An employee is to be advised in writing when he/she is to attend a meeting which has 
for its purpose the administration of discipline, or where there is a strong possibility that discipline is 
to be administered. Helshe may be accompanied by a Union ~e~resentative or an employee of 
his/her choice in the unit. 
,-. 
L .  When a permanent board of Education employee is summoned to an interview which 
may lead lo a disciplinary action aaainst that employee and which is conducted b y  someone 
outside the normal supervisory chain of command. (i.e.. the Chancellor's Office of Special 
Investiaations), the following procedure shall apply: 
a. Employees who are summoned to the appropriate office shall be notified that a 
confidential investigation will be conducted, whenever feasible, in writing, at 
least two workdays in advance of the day on which the interview or hearing is to 
be held, except where an emergency is present or where considerations of 
confidentiality are involved. Upon request, the scope of the interview will be 
provided via the telephone. 
b. Whenever such an employee is summoned for an interview or hearing for the 
record which may lead to disciplinary action, the employee shall be entitled to 
be accompanied by a Union representative or a lawyer, and he or she shall be 
informed of this right. Upon the request of the employee, the Director of the 
Office of Special Investigations, in his or her discretion, may agree to the 
employee being accompanied by a lawyer and a Union representative but only 
one may participate. Such permission shall not be unreasonably denied. 
c. Upon the conclusion of an investigalion, the summoned employee shall be 
entitled, upon written request, to a transcribed or taped copy of any statement 
he or she has aiven to the Director of the Office of Special lnvestiaations or his or 
her des~gnee. Any confidential or sensitive inlormation will be deleted by  the 
Director of the Office of Special lnvestiptions or his or her designee. If deletions 
are made, the employee will be provided with the edited transcript of the 
stolement. If no deletions are made, the employee will be provided with a copy 
of the lope. If a tape is lo be released, the employee will provide a blank tape. 
d.  Wherever possible, such hearings and interviews will be held in physical 
surroundings which are conducive lo  privacy and confidentiality. 
e. Upon the conclusion of an investiaalion, an employee who has been notified 
that he or she has been the subject of said invesfiaafion, shall, upon the 
employee's writien request, be advised of its disposition. 
- 
ING F A f  ll ITIF? 
Adeauate, clean, structurally safe and sanitary working facilities shall be provided for 
all employees. Problems shall be referred to the safety committee for review. Any problems not 
resolved by the safety committee may be taken to advisory arbitration as provided for in the 
grievance procedure. 
- 
CONFORMITY TO I A W  - YAVINC;  r l  Al  IYF 
A. If any provision of this Agreement is or shall at any time be contrary to law, then such 
provision shall not be applicable or performed or enforced, except to the extent permitted by law 
and any substitule action shall be subject to appropriate consultation and negotiation with the 
Union. 
8. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is or shall a1 any time be contrary to 
low all other provisions of this Agreement shall continue in effect. 
A RTITI  F X X X V u  
N O - Y W F  PI FDGE 
The Union and the Board recognize that strikes and other forms of work stoppages by 
employees are contrary to law and public poky .  The Un~on ond the board subscribe to the 
principle that differences shall be resolved b y  peaceful and appropriate means without 
interruption of the programs and activities conducted by the board. The Union therefore agrees 
that there shall be no strikes, work stoppoaes, or other concerted refusal lo  perform work by the 
employees covered by this Agreement nor any instigation thereof. 
- 
 
A laid off employee who is returned to service in the employee's former title or in a 
comparable title from a preferred list shall receive the basic salary rate that would have been 
received by the employee had the employee never been laid off up to a maximum of two (2) 
years of general salary increases. 
No layoff shall be made except in accordance with the New York State Financial 
Emergency Act for the City of New York as amended. 
Where layoff of permanent employees are scheduled, the following procedure shall 
be used: 
I. Notice shall be provided to the Union not less than twenty (20) days before the 
effective dates ot such projected layoffs. 
n 
- .  Within such twenty-day period, designated represenlat~ves of the employer will meei 
and confer with the designated representatives of the Un~on with the objective of considerinc 
feasible alternatives to all or part of such scheduled layoffs. Including but not limited to: 
The transter of employees to other ooencies with retraining, it necessary 
consistent with Civil Service Law but without reaord to Civil Service title. 
The use of Federal and State funds whenever possible to retain or re-employ 
employees scheduled for layoff. 
The elimination or reduction of the amount ot work contracted out lo 
independent contraclors. 
Encouragement of early retirement and the expediting of the processing of 
retirement applications. 
k&na3xm 
PRlVAT17ATloN!CoNTRACTING 01 IT nF I INIT WQRK 
The following language will govern privaiization/contracting-out of unit work: 
4 3 
a. When the Board is considering the privalization/contracting-out of work 
performed exclusively by represented titles, the parties agree that the 
following procedure will be utilized to delermine whether such work shall b e  
privatizedlcontracted out. 
b. It is the Board's policy to have advance discussions with the affected Union to 
review its plans for letting a particular contract which may adversely affect 
employees. The Union shall be  advised as early as possible, but in no case 
later than 90 days in advance of the contract being let, of the nature, scope, 
and approximate dates of the contract and the reasons thereof. 
c. The Board will provide the Union as soon as praclicable with information, in 
sufficient detail, so that the Union may prepare a proposal designed to 
demonstrate the cost effectiveness of ~eep ing  the work in-house. Such 
information shall include but not be limiled to, applicable solicilations to 
vendors, winning bids, descriptions of cervlces to be provided by vendors, cost 
comparison analyses, and the board's estimated direct operating and 
administrative costs of contracting out the work. 
d. Not less than 30 days prior to approval by the board of a recommendation for 
the award of the contract, the Un~on shall have an opportunity to make a 
formal proposal to the Board to continue lo perform such work in house. The 
Board agrees to consider such proposal betore moking a final determination. 
Such final determination shall be made in writing and submitted to the Union 
a s  soon as practicable. 
BRTICI F X X X x  
ARYFNCF WITH01 IT N n T l r F  
Employees who are absent for twenty (20) consecutive workdays without notice 
shall be deemed to have resigned unless they have reasonable cause for failure to notify. The 
issue of the reasonableness of the cause and the penalty, i f  any, shall be  subject to the 
grievance procedure. 
- 
IluENKm 
This Agreement shall be effective as of April 1 ,  1995, and shall continue in full force 
and effect until June 30, 2002. 
This Article is required by  the Public Employees' Fair Employment Ac l ,  as amended b\. 
Section 2040, approved March 10, 1969. 
I t  is agreed by and between the parties that a n y  provision of this 
Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by 
amendment of  law or by providing the additional funds therefore shall not 
become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval 
~hqhcellor 
Department of Education 
Date: 
Executive Director 
District Council 37, American 
Federation of Slate, County 
and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIG 
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,- 
,-. I F R I T A I  nnd AnMINIYTRATIVF P F R C n N N F l  
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C I  FRITAI -TIVF P F W N N F L  
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